Program Guide
Week 33

Sunday August 9th, 2015
5:20 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news
and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG

11:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:30 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Celebrity Chef - This new series invites a Michelin-starred chef to tutor ten Chinese stars
- all self-confessed foodies - in a variety of special regional styles of food preparation.
The celebrities are then called on to use their newfound skills in a series of studio-based
challenges, competing against one another to impress a panel of judges and proceed to
the next round. The ultimate winner will take home the trophy for being China's best
Celebrity Chef, along with a deal for a cookbook and a million yuan donation to the
charity of their choice. (Ep.2) (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Class
tba)

2:25 pm

Knife Fight - Lunetta vs Fraser - Actress and ‘Knife Fight’ executive producer Drew
Barrymore judges this epic battle between legendary chefs Raphael Lunetta and Neal
Fraser. (Season Final) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
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2:50 pm

Knife Fight - Calf Savers - In a battle for Mexican cooking supremacy, L.A. Magazine’s
Chef of the Year, Ricardo Diaz, takes on calf liver - and Gilberto Cetina, Jr. (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

3:15 pm

The Jo Whiley Sessions - Best Of (Part 1) - Celebrated DJ and BBC radio presenter Jo
Whiley sits down with the hottest acts in the charts today for revealing interviews and
intimate performances. Tune in for the hottest performances of the series. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

3:45 pm

The Jo Whiley Sessions - Best Of (Part 2) - Celebrated DJ and BBC radio presenter Jo
Whiley sits down with the hottest acts in the charts today for revealing interviews and
intimate performances. Tune in for the best exclusive live performances from this series.
(From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

4:15 pm

Brazil's Next Top Model - Gisele Bündchen, Adriana Lima, Alessandra Ambrósio are
just some of many Brazilian women who have made a huge impact on the fashion world.
Go back to where it all started with season one, as a group of girls reside in a luxury
mansion in Sao Paulo while competing for the title of Brazil's Next Top Model. Hosted by
Fernanda Motta. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG(L)

5:10 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

6:05 pm

Secret Life of ... - Catherine the Great - This cheeky and provocative biography series
dishes the dirt on icons of the past. Get all the gossip on history's biggest stars, from
Henry VIII to Marie Antoinette. Unlike the tabloids though, all the facts are rigorously
researched. The result? A rare glimpse into the rarefied world of the rich, famous and
scandalous. (From the UK) (Biography Series) (Rpt) PG

6:40 pm

Kung Fu Motion - Rolling Oil Lamp - Harry Yuan arrives in Sichuan, the western
province of China. He wants to learn Bian Lian, the ultra-quick mask changing act that is
a signature of Sichuan opera. The master declines as the secret is never taught to
outsiders. Disheartened, Harry accepts the offer of learning the Rolling Oil Lamp skit.
This is a comic sketch in which the main character balances a burning oil lamp on his
head, while making rubbery moves with his body, and crawling under low lying benches.
The skit is fun to watch and very difficult to perform. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US, in English
and Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) PG **New Episode**

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) G **New Episode**
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8:30 pm

South Park - The Magic Bush - A scandalous invasion of privacy makes the South Park
denizens edgy as Cartman and Butters get possession of a drone and take it for a spin
around the neighbourhood. (S.18,Ep.5) (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt)
M(A,S,L)

9:00 pm

Drunk History UK - Comedians get drunk and teach us about history. In tonight’s
episode, Joel Dommett yaks Baden Powell and the boy scouts, Diane Morgan talks
Florence Nightingale, and Andrew Maxwell on the worst zoo ever. Features Johnny
Vegas. (S.1,Ep.8) (From the UK) (Comedy Series) M (L) **Final**

9:30 pm

Housos - Wedding - Dazza and Kev are cashed up after being declared brain damaged,
and no longer dependent on their women. Vanessa, Shazza and Beryl hatch a plan to
make their men marry them and share their benefits. They know the boys wont’ agree so
they get them smashed and force proposals. After a massive effort of bribery and theft
the girls manage to pull together a ceremony, for that afternoon - before the hangovers
wear off! Stars Paul Fenech, Jason Davis and Elle Dawe. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Comedy Series) (Final) (Rpt) MA(D,S,L) CC

10:00 pm

Swift and Shift Couriers - The Rocket Ride - Regional manager Amanda is organising
a charity dinner, with a vintage children's rocket ride as the main auction item. Mario is on
a job collecting a motor scooter, when Keith calls him to pick up the rocket. But when
Mario's van breaks down, he must tow the rocket ride around the city on top of the client's
motor scooter. Stars Paul Fenech, Amanda Keller and Ian Turpie. (Commissioned by
SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(L,N) CC

10:30 pm

Sex: An Unnatural History - Fashion - This provocative and playful six-part series
questions the danger of humans becoming 'unnatural' sexual beings. In this episode,
Julia Zemiro aims to provide a snapshot of how Australians went from buttoned-up
puritans to bearing more flesh than a beach in Rio. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) MA(N,S) CC

11:00 pm

Sex: An Unnatural History - The Church - Tonight, Julia tackles the complex
relationship between the Church and what happens between the sheets. Most Western
denominations are moving with the times and becoming less concerned by what people
do when the lights go out, but so far the Catholic Church has refused to be persuaded.
Does faith still dictate how people have sex? Or has the rise of individualism put an end
to that? (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) MA(A,N,S) CC

11:30 pm

Naked News: Uncovered! - This outrageous eight-part comedy series chronicles the
struggles of a TV network to get’ hot’ again. It follows a dysfunctional news team who’ve
made it their life’s ambition to produce the Naked News. However, they struggle to come
up with bigger, more ambitious ideas to regain the fame and success of the early days.
Meanwhile, their worries of being shut down or becoming irrelevant always linger.
(S.1,Ep.1) (From Canada, in English) (Entertainment Series) MA(N) CC **New Series
Premiere**
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12:00 am

In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. This
series is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, action
packed telenovelas. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) M

12:50 am

In Her Skin - Mystery, love, scandal, a psychic dog called Pacho, two murdered souls
fighting for the control of one body, plus an attractive Spanish man called Deigo. This
series is one of USA Spanish language network Telemundo’s most addictive, action
packed telenovelas. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama Series) PG

1:40 am

Movie: Portrait of a Beauty - An extravagant 18th century period piece from renowned
director Jeon Yun-su. After her brother commits suicide, a brilliant female painter must
disguise herself as a man in order to maintain her family's position in the Korean royal
court. Stars Kim Min-sun, Kim Young-ho and Kim Nam-gil. (From South Korea, in
Korean) (Romance) (2008) (Rpt) MA(S)

3:40 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.
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Monday August 10th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef - Octopus - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron
Chefs in this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by
a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC
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4:45 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior - National Finals in Vegas (Part 2) - This heart-racing
competition series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player
Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows
competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals
round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama.
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

6:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

The Office - Lotto - After the entire warehouse staff wins the lottery and quits their job,
Darryl becomes depressed and demands to be fired. Meanwhile, the office staff is forced
to load the truck for their orders themselves. Stars Ed Helms, James Spader and Rainn
Wilson. (S.8,Ep.3) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Movie: Ill Manors - Set on the unforgiving streets of London, this unique crime thriller
follows six disparate lives, all struggling to survive the circles of violence that engulf them.
There is ex-dealer Kirby, who has just been released from prison, thug Ed who will stop
at nothing to find his missing phone, troubled Michelle who is just looking for her next hit,
young Jake who finds himself drawn to the local gang, Chris, who seeks revenge, Katya,
who is desperately trying to escape this foreign land, and Aaron, our main protagonist
who is just trying to do the right thing. Directed by Ben Drew and stars Riz Ahmed, Ed
Skrein and Lee Allen. (From the UK) (Drama) (2012) MAV(S,V,L,D)

10:45 pm

Movie: Gangster No. 1 - A veteran gangster looks back on his life of crime in 1960s
London: his rise to prominence under the watchful eye of a ruthless gang boss, and the
woman who ultimately came between them. Directed by Paul McGuigan and stars
Malcolm McDowell, David Thewlis and Paul Bettany. (From the UK) (Thriller) (2000)
MA(V,L) **Premiere**

12:30 am

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)
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1:00 am

Comedy Bang! Bang! - Andy Dick wears a Black Suit Jacket and Skinny Tie - Scott
Aukerman explores the endless possibilities that one missed bus can make while Andy
and Reggie split realities. A mysterious stranger has advice for Scott. Plus, Scott's
mechanic reveals underground comedy. (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch Series) (Rpt)
M(V)

1:30 am

Skins: The Final Series - Fire: Part One - Favourite past characters return in the final
series of Skins. Working as an assistant at a hedge fund in The City, Effy works hard to
get ahead professionally. As she becomes increasingly addicted to status and being
taken seriously, the risks she takes become more and more extreme. With the illness of
her friend Naomi as part motivator, and part distraction, Effy finds herself playing with fire.
Stars Kaya Scodelario and Lily Loveless. (S.7,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(L) CC

2:25 am

Skins: The Final Series - Fire: Part Two - In the concluding part of Fire, Effy has
uncovered crucial financial information relating to a troubled deal, but having embarked
on an affair with her boss, she is now in a precarious situation. Her flatmate Naomi tries
to intervene, but Effy isn't listening - until tragedy strikes. (S.7,Ep.2) (From the UK)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(D,S,L) CC

3:20 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.
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Tuesday August 11th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef - Oyster - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron
Chefs in this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by
a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC
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4:45 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior: National Finals in Vegas (Part2) - This heart-racing
competition series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player
Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows
competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals
round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama.
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

6:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

The Office - Garden Party - Andy claims to be throwing a garden party at Dwight's farm
to impress CEO Robert California, but he's really doing it to win the approval of his
parents, who appear to favour his younger brother. Stars Ed Helms, James Spader and
Rainn Wilson. (S.8,Ep.4) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Stacey Dooley Investigates - Meth and Madness in Mexico - Stacey Dooley returns
with another hard-hitting series lifting the lid on the global war on drugs. Her journey
takes her to Mexico - now the world's largest producer of meth - where she discovers that
the battle among the cartels, police and vigilante groups is threatening the very fabric of
the state. She joins members of the army as they track down and destroy the meth superlabs that are appearing across the country. Stacey learns that as soon as one lab is
dismantled, others replace it. She also tracks down hit men and traffickers who work for
the cartels and hears shocking stories of violence from the families of their victims. (From
the UK) (Drama Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Class tba) **New Series Premiere**

9:35 pm

Glue - James is in custody and the police throw Ruth a party to celebrate her success in
bringing him in. The police remain convinced that James is guilty, but Ruth has doubts
which draw her to Elizabeth Marshall’s hospital bedside. James uses his one call from the
police station to reach out to his friends. He needs someone to contact a mysterious man
who will be able to provide him with an alibi. Stars Yasmin Paige and Jordan Stephens.
(S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Drama Series) M(A,S,L,D) **New Episode**
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10:30 pm

12 Monkeys - The Red Forest - After the events in the night room, Cole automatically
returns to 2043 and finds that the timeline has been altered. He meets Jones, who has no
idea who he is. In this timeline, the time transporter is not functioning but a blood tests
confirms that they had met previously. A database check also reveals that Cassie was
killed in 2015, likely the event that caused the change. He finds that Ramse is in charge
of the facility and after some persuasion, he agrees to send Cole back to 2015. Stars
Aaron Stanford and Amanda Schull. (S.1,Ep.6) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(V) **Encore**

11:20 pm

South Park - How to Eat with Your Butt - Cartman puts a picture of Kenny's butt on a
milk carton as a prank, but is disturbed when a couple arrives in South Park claiming it
was a picture of their missing son. (S.5,Ep.10) (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series)
(Rpt) M(S, A) (Rpt) CC

11:50 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)

12:20 am

Comedy Bang! Bang! - Clark Gregg wears a Navy Blazer and White Collared Shirt Scott Aukerman issues a warning to down and out celebrities, Clark gives us props and
we find out about a controversial new holiday for naughty little boys. Plus, Reggie chases
love. (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch Series) (Rpt) PG(V)

12:45 am

Skins: The Final Series - Pure: Part One - Cassie has returned from the USA, alone.
As she negotiates a somewhat solitary new life in London, she finds friendship in
unexpected places. A strange and poignant friendship is carved out of mutual loneliness,
with young photographer Jacob who has been taking photos of her from a nearby empty
warehouse. But as she gets noticed as the subject of Jacob’s published photographs, she
finds it harder and harder to deal with being a public person. (From the UK) (Drama
Series) (Rpt) MA(S,D,L) CC

1:40 am

Skins: The Final Series - Pure: Part Two - Cassie and Jacob take a trip together to
Wales where Cassie discovers that her newly widowed father has become an alcoholic,
and is neglecting her little brother and not sending him to school. Back in London, Cassie
takes up an opportunity to be photographed professionally resulting in an explosive fall
out with Jacob. Finally, Cassie finds a way of staying pure to herself but at a high cost.
(From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Rpt) MA(D) CC

2:35 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs
television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.
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Wednesday August 12th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef - Chicken - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and his Iron
Chefs in this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is challenged by
a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English narration) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday August 12th, 2015
4:45 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior: National Finals in Vegas (Part 3) - This heart-racing
competition series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player
Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows
competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals
round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama.
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

6:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

The Office - Spooked - Erin is worried that she is about to get fired after she organises a
disastrous office Halloween party for Robert and his son. Meanwhile, Robert probes the
minds of the employees to come up with the perfect spooky story. Stars Ed Helms,
James Spader and Rainn Wilson. (S.8,Ep.5) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New
Episode**

8:30 pm

Movie: Fist of Fury - Martial arts drama starring Bruce Lee. Kung Fu pupil Chen Zhen
returns to Shanghai for the funeral of his former teacher. When he discovers that his
mentor was in fact murdered, Chen sets out to avenge his death. Directed by Wei Lo and
also stars Nora Miao and James Tien. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Martial Arts)
(1972) M(V) **Premiere**

10:35 pm

Movie: Legend of the Fist: The Return of Chen Zhen - Set in 1920s Shanghai, exsoldier Chen Zhen is posing as a rich playboy to infiltrate the local mafia, who have
formed an alliance with the invading Japanese. By night, Chen masquerades as a caped
crusader, determined to reclaim the city, one flying kick at a time. Directed by Andrew
Lau and stars Donnie Yen, Alex Ahlstrom and Qi Shu. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese
and Japanese) (Martial Arts) (2010) (Rpt) MAV(V) CC

12:30 am

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)
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Wednesday August 12th, 2015
1:00 am

Comedy Bang! Bang! - Jason Schwartzman wears a Striped Shirt and High Top
Sneakers - It's ‘bring your kids to work’ day on the CBB set. Jason makes a baby and
helps Scott parent. Plus, discover the answer to the season's most pressing question.
With host Scott Aukerman and Reggie Watts, and guest stars Jason Schwartzman and
Paul Rust. (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch Series) (Rpt) PG

1:30 am

Skins: The Final Series - Rise: Part One - Cook has a job delivering drugs to
Manchester Revellers. When he is asked to help his employer's girlfriend find a house
and finds that he is irresistibly attracted to her, he sets off a train of events which will lead
him into a world of savage revenge and a confrontation with his own violent past.
(S.7,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(D,S) CC

2:25 am

Skins: The Final Series - Rise: Part Two - Having fled Manchester, Cook, Emma and
Charlie have been driving for hours in silence, and eventually arrive at the holiday home
of Emma’s parents in the Midlands. Unfortunately, it isn’t long before Louie catches up
with them and they’re forced to go on the run into the snow covered woods. As twist
follows twist, layers of the new controlled Cook are peeled away. Propelled into a world of
savage revenge, Cook must face his own violent past. (S.7,Ep.6) (Final) (From the UK)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MAV(V)

3:20 am

DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin.
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Thursday August 13th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef - Beef: Part Two - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and
his Iron Chefs in this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is
challenged by a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English
narration) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday August 13th, 2015
4:45 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior: National Finals in Vegas (Part 3) - This heart-racing
competition series is back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player
Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows
competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Dallas, St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals
round in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama.
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

6:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) (Rpt) G

7:30 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

Dara O Briain: School of Hard Sums - Guest comedians Marcus Brigstocke and
Andrew Maxwell pit their common sense against Dara’s mathematically-minded brain as
they battle it out to solve puzzles and problems set by Professor Marcus du Sautoy.
Today’s theme is, ‘How Maths Can Get You Stuffed’. (S.2,Ep.5) (From the UK & Japan)
(Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

8:35 pm

Mythbusters - Mythbusters Revealed - Tonight, Jamie and Adam revisit experiments
that did not go according to plan. When they tried to build a free energy device, it didn't
make the cut. Adam also almost electrocuted himself on a device that was supposed to
suck power from radio waves. This episode reveals Jamie's cleaning habits, and Adam's
lack thereof. The Mythbusters also look at some of their past outtakes; Jamie explains the
conflicts that exist between being the builder and the safety officer on site. The final
segment is dedicated to outtakes of Adam hurting himself, which happens a lot. (From
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

9:30 pm

Oxyana - Tucked away in the Appalachian Mountains, Oceana was once a thriving
mining community. It is now a destitute hinterland ravaged by its addiction to a
prescription painkiller, Oxycontin. The West Virginian town is a portentous glimpse of the
American dream, collapsed. It's home to high-school girls with $800-a-day habits, former
miners who turned to dealing to make ends meet, and pregnant women selling their
bodies for another fix. (From the US) (Documentary) MA(,D)
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Thursday August 13th, 2015
10:30 pm

Glue - James is in custody and the police throw Ruth a party to celebrate her success in
bringing him in. The police remain convinced that James is guilty, but Ruth has doubts
which draw her to Elizabeth Marshall’s hospital bedside. James uses his one call from the
police station to reach out to his friends. He needs someone to contact a mysterious man
who will be able to provide him with an alibi. Stars Yasmin Paige and Jordan Stephens.
(S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,S,L,D) **Encore**

11:25 pm

The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and
international headlines. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)

11:55 pm

Movie: In the Loop - Simon Foster is a hapless junior minister whose access to the halls
of power in Downing Street is marginal, and whose opinion has never really mattered.
Until now. Following a series of ill-advised comments regarding the likelihood of an
English/American alliance going to war in the Middle East, Foster inadvertently sets off a
chain of events that may just skew an impending UN vote on the issue. Nominated for an
Oscar in 2010 for Best Writing, Adapted Screenplay. Directed by Armando Iannucci and
stars Tom Hollander, Peter Capaldi and James Gandolfini. (From the UK) (Comedy)
(2009) (Rpt) MA(L) CC

1:50 am

Movie: Rivals - Jacques Maillot's psychological drama observes the tense and fragile
days following a difficult reunion between two very different siblings. Francois is a police
inspector who spent years estranged from his brother Gabriel, after the latter spent a
decade in prison for murder. Gabriel’s sudden release from jail ends the separation, and
both men make an attempt to bury the past. However, the past comes encroaching back
and begins to plague both their lives. Stars Guillaume Canet, Francois Cluzet and
Clotilde Hesme. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV(V,S)

3:45 am

NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics,
business, culture, entertainment and more.
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Friday August 14th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

DW Global 3000 - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

1:35 pm

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

2:05 pm

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

3:05 pm

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no
subtitles.

4:00 pm

Iron Chef - Beef: Part Two - Join Takeshi Kaga, founder of the Gourmet Academy, and
his Iron Chefs in this cult cook-off series. In each episode, one of the Iron Chefs is
challenged by a guest chef and their skills are put to the test. (From Japan, English
narration) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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4:45 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

5:40 pm

American Ninja Warrior: USA vs. The World - This heart-racing competition series is
back for a sixth season, with hosts Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila,
and co-host Jenn Brown. The action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle the
world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and finals rounds in Los Angeles,
Dallas, St. Louis Miami and Denver, with the national finals round in Las Vegas, on a
four-stage course modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**

7:30 pm

Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss
the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

The Tim Ferriss Experiment - Urban Escape - Tim’s dream to be a secret agent finally
comes true with this week’s experiment. His teacher is Kevin Reeve, the founder of
OnPoint Tactical Training School. Kevin trains elite law enforcement and military
personnel in the arts of tracking, survival, escape and evasion, self-defence and covert
movements. With Kevin, Tim gets a crash course in how to survive Armageddon. When
he least expects it, Tim will be kidnapped in a simulated abduction and expected to put
his new found skills to the test. (S.1,Ep.13) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG
**New Episode**

8:30 pm

Close Up Kings - New York - This eight-part series follows the adventures of three best
friends who happen to be some of America’s best magicians. In each episode, Magick
Bailey, Loki and Johnny Blaze travel from city to city, performing magic and accepting
challenges to perform certain feats. First up, they travel to in their hometown of New
York, where Loki performs a disappearing act much to the astonishment of onlookers. But
they’re not done there - it’s time for the boys go to a car rally where they cause a car to
spontaneously combust before making it disappear in front of the audience. (S.1,Ep.1)
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) PG **New Series Premiere**

9:25 pm

12 Monkeys - The Keys - It's 2015, and at the CIA headquarters in Langley, a
presentation is underway describing Project Troy. What the CIA is after here is to take
down that leaker of classified information: Adam Wexler. They can't do it with an airstrike,
so they'll do it with a disease - which is the likeliest form of the deadly virus that wipes out
humanity. Stars Aaron Stanford and Amanda Schull. (S.1,Ep.7) (From the US) (Drama
Series) MA(V)

10:15 pm

Black Mirror - The Waldo Moment - Each story in this award-winning series is in turn,
disarming, suspenseful and darkly satirical, exploring our modern reality. In tonight’s
episode, an animated blue bear from a satirical comedy show is entered into a political
race. (From the UK) (Drama) (Final) (Rpt) M(S,L) CC
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11:05 pm

Attack on Titan - Smile: Raid on Stohess District: Part 1 - Annie has a dream of being
trained by her father before waking up. In the Stohess District of Wall Sina, the Military
Police are ordered to escort the Recon Corps convoy once they enter the capital. The
Military Police are shown to be lazy and corrupt which one of Annie's colleagues, Hitch,
reveals she joined the police for that reason. Another colleague, Marlow, is disgusted,
revealing he joined the police so he could reform it. (From Japan, in Japanese)
(Animation) (Rpt) M(V)

11:35 pm

Attack on Titan - Mercy: Raid on Stohess District: Part 2 - Days before Eren is
escorted to the capital, Erwin and Armin reveal to him they have a plan to capture the
person they believe is the female Titan and is shocked when they tell him it is Annie.
Back in the present, Eren, Armin and Mikasa manage to escape a tunnel collapse while
being hunted by the Female Titan. Eren tries to transform but is unable to. (From Japan,
in Japanese) (Animation) (Rpt) MA(V)

12:05 am

Attack on Titan - Wall: Raid on Stohess District: Part 3 - Eren and Annie fight each
other as Titans, causing destruction and civilian deaths while Hange orders her men to
stand by before they capture Annie. Meanwhile, Erwin tells Nile he will accept
responsibility for the damage his plan has caused, for which Nile has Erwin arrested while
the Military Police help evacuate the civilians. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Animation)
(Final) (Rpt) MA(V)

12:35 am

Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss
the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local
and international headlines. (An SBS Production) (Rpt)

1:05 am

PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news
and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG

3:05 am

NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics,
business, culture, entertainment and more.
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Saturday August 15th, 2015
5:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

5:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

6:20 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:05 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:40 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:20 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

11:05 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:40 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Bunk - A game show spoof featuring a rotation of comedian contestants performing
comedy challenges. This week, host Kurt Braunohler welcomes contestants Tom Lennon,
Chris Gethard and Nicole Parker as they invent new sins, create diner slang, and attempt
to top Kurt's lies, while competing for absurd and ridiculous prizes. (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG(L)

1:30 pm

The Soup Investigates - Joel McHale and his team of not-so-professional investigators
uncover the truth about pop culture curiosities. This episode's topics include 'Why So
Slutty?', 'Selfie Helpie', and 'Mother Duckers'. (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch Series)
(Rpt) PG
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2:00 pm

Toughest Place to be a... - Farmer - Dairy farmer Richard Gibson is swapping the damp
surroundings of Devon to live and work with Samburu tribesmen, who herd their cattle in
the parched and desolate mountains of northern Kenya. British farmers have suffered
from low milk prices and squeezed margins but it is nothing compared to the struggles of
Richard's hosts. In recent years drought has decimated the herds in this region, forcing
many Samburu off their land and into the poverty of local towns. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

3:00 pm

The World of Jenks - Black & Gold - Andrew Jenks heads to Abilene, Texas and lives
with high school football star Herschel Sims as he prepares not only for his senior
season, but also the release of his mother from prison. (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG

3:50 pm

Lois - When a mysterious letter tips Lois over the edge, she is driven to wild lengths to
address some unfinished business. (From Greece, in Greek) (Short) (Drama) (Rpt) G

4:00 pm

Departures - Mongolia: Meals on Wheels - Scott Wilson and Justin Lukach stay with
the Tsatsaan Reindeer tribe for a couple more days before the long trek back to Ulaan
Bator. Scott and Justin stop along the way at a complete stranger's ger - a traditional
Mongolian tent - where they are invited in for fermented yaks-milk and some mix of goatorgan soup. Craving adventure of a different variety, they rent ATVs and drive into the
Gobi desert. Camping at night, and driving by day, the pair discover the ultimate idea of
freedom, before running into various trouble on the road. (S.2,Ep.7) (From Canada)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

5:00 pm

Kung Fu Motion - Rolling Oil Lamp - Harry Yuan arrives in Sichuan, the western
province of China. He wants to learn Bian Lian, the ultra-quick mask changing act that is
a signature of Sichuan opera. The master declines as the secret is never taught to
outsiders. Disheartened, Harry accepts the offer of learning the Rolling Oil Lamp skit.
This is a comic sketch in which the main character balances a burning oil lamp on his
head, while making rubbery moves with his body, and crawling under low lying benches.
The skit is fun to watch and very difficult to perform. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US, in English
and Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG **Encore**

5:55 pm

Swim - Thirteen-year-old Charlotte is obsessed with, but terrified of growing up. Her fear
manifests itself in her inability to make it across the length of the pool in her swimming
lessons. In a desperate attempt to accept adulthood, Charlotte removes all childhood
paraphernalia from her bedroom, hoping a physical change might inspire a psychological
one. (From Australia) (Short) (Drama) (Rpt) PG
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6:05 pm

Celebrity Chef - This new series invites a Michelin-starred chef to tutor ten Chinese stars
- all self-confessed foodies - in a variety of special regional styles of food preparation.
The celebrities are then called on to use their newfound skills in a series of studio-based
challenges, competing against one another to impress a panel of judges and proceed to
the next round. The ultimate winner will take home the trophy for being China's best
Celebrity Chef, along with a deal for a cookbook and a million yuan donation to the
charity of their choice. (S.1,Ep.3) (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series)
(Class tba) **New Episode**

7:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this
popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment
Series) G **New Episode**

8:30 pm

The Island with Bear Grylls: Women’s Island - The women are desperately dehydrated
and separated, after an expedition party crossed the island to find a permanent camp and got hopelessly lost while returning to the others. With one group disorientated in the
jungle, Abby, Fran and three others left behind in the temporary camp get hit by a
torrential downpour. They let their fire go out and without any dry wood to relight it,
they’re now surviving on a dwindling water supply. Tensions build, and their mental and
physical strength is tested to the limit. (S.2,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(L) CC **Encore**

9:25 pm

The Island with Bear Grylls: Men’s Island - Mild mannered paramedic, Barney
Strange, comes to the rescue of the group by catching and feeding the men a tasty but
unusual supper. But just five days in and the group has reached breaking point. The
island has been battered by a series of torrential storms, and without a decent shelter the
men have barely slept. They haven’t had a decent meal since they arrived, and a bitter
rivalry between the island’s two builders, Paul and Andy, has turned into all-out war.
(S.2,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC **Encore**

10:25 pm

Utopia - When a group of strangers find themselves in possession of the manuscript for a
legendary graphic novel known as Utopia, their lives brutally implode as they are pursued
by a shadowy and murderous organisation called The Network, who are prepared to kill
to track it down. (From the UK) (Thriller Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) MAV(V)

11:25 pm

Utopia - When a group of strangers find themselves in possession of the manuscript for a
legendary graphic novel, their lives brutally implode as they are pursued by a shadowy
and murderous organisation known as The Network. In this episode, Ian and Becky are
forced to face the terrifying reality of life on the run. Meanwhile, Dugdale is drawn deeper
and deeper into a plot that threatens to have fatal consequences. (From the UK) (Thriller
Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) MAV(V)
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12:20 am

Utopia - When a group of strangers find themselves in possession of the manuscript for a
legendary graphic novel, their lives brutally implode as they are pursued by a shadowy
and murderous organisation known as The Network. In this episode, the gang feel the full
weight of The Network's power as Grant is framed for a shocking crime. With nowhere
else to turn, they are forced to make a new ally - but can she really be trusted? (From the
UK) (Thriller Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) MAV(V,L)

1:20 am

Movie: My Year Without Sex - Loving couple Natalie and Ross find their lives turned
upside down when Natalie suffers an aneurysm that will prevent them from having sex for
an entire year. Coping with spirited children, a tight family budget and job insecurity are
common challenges for your typical parent, but for Natalie and Ross, things are about to
get a little more complicated. Nominated for two AFI Awards in 2009. Directed by Sarah
Watt and stars Sacha Horler, Matt Day and Jonathan Segat. (From Australia) (Drama)
(2009) (Rpt) M(S,L) CC

3:05 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

